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Abstract

Results of a measurement of the ·rr-p charge exchange                  I

process at backward angles are presented. Differential cross-

''

sections were measured in the angular region - 0.5 < cose* < -1.0

at incident momenta of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 GeV/c.  The 6 GeV/c da
ta

were combined with existing measurements of the differential

-

cross-sections for backward T+P and Tr p elastic scattering  to

\...

yield values for the isotopic spin 1/2 and 3/2 u-channel a
nd

s-channel amplitudes for backward pion nucleon scattering and for:

the magnitude of the phases between them.  It is found t
hat the

i

u-channel amplitudes  can be explained  by pure Regge pole (86'Na)

exchange only near the extreme backward direction, but that

a Reggeized absorption model agrees at least qualitatively with
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the data.  The phase difference between the I = 1/2 and 3/2

0
s-channel amplitudes is approximately 90  over the region

- 0.8 <u<0 (GeV/c)2..  :
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I.   INTRODUCTION.

In recent years, a number of experiments have shown the              1

. .1
existence of pronounced backward peaks in the differential                g

cross-sections for the elastic scattering of charged pions

1                                                                           '
from protons. The gross features of the data have been     ·            8

explained rather well by a simple Regge pole model of nucleon

2
exchange, including only two trajectories.

-

The 7T p backward elastic scattering requires exchange of

a doubly charged baryon,and the smooth behavior  of the cross-

section is consistent with exchange of the isotopic spin

3                                  +I= - 6  trajectory.  The A p backward scattering at incident           :
2'  6 /

momenta studied to date, up to 14 GeV/c, is generally larger

-                                                           2
than the lT p scattering except in the region u w -0.15 (GeV/c)

,.

where u is the square of the four-momentum transfer from incident  c    . 1
I

pion to outgoing nucleon.  Near this value of u, the differential

cross section exhibits a marked dip.  The shape of the cross-            i
-

section can be explained by the presence of an additional   -
."-     ..

.....

amplitude from the allowed I= ; N  trajectory.  Each of these
z ".      a                                                                                                                                   '

trajectories is well established on a Chew-Frautschi plot.  A

straight line extrapolation of the Na trajectory into the

physical scattering region at D = -1 , shows the existence of a
-

wrong signature nonsense zero in the corresponding amplitude
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at  u .  -0.15   (GeV/c)

Fits to the charged pion proton elastic scattering have

been used to determine the strengths of the N  and 86
-

trajectory functions   and thus enable a prediction   to   be  made..*-
3                             -

for the backward charge exchange process.

A more critical comparison with the simple Regge theory

can be. made by combining the measured charge exchange  and
:i:

7T p alastic scattering data to extract values for the magnitudes
i

of the isotopic spin 1 and 1 exchange amplitudes f   and f                 i' lu 3u
i.              '.

respectively, and for the magnitude of the phase difference, 0,

between them.  Thus, if it is assumed that only u-channel nucleon

exchange contributes to backward pion-nucleon scattering, the

differential cross-sections canbe written as.

-

2
49  (r-p-+Plr-)   =  f .. -     '                  ' ' '    '; --·  '   'f' ·        (la)du 3u                                               '  '.. 1

./         -

i$ 2.
3   (W.+P-'ptr+)       =  . '     If.  +21:-   e  

i  . ( :.- (lb)ju  lu
\

:.\.
\

do                                                   i$    2\
',

(lc)_   (71.4.p-in,TI)      =       f    -f   edu 3u lu \\
\

9. :

This paper describes an experiment which was designed to':
. .

measure the backward.charge exchange scattering over a range

I.                         I. 
        ,

..
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of incident pion momenta from 2 GeV/c, where s channel resonant

effects appear to be large in the elastic scattering, to 6

Gev/c, where u channel exchange appears to dominate.

Optical spark chambers were used to detect and measure the

recoil angles of the final state neutron and two gamma rays

0originating from the 71- decay. Neutrons with momenta close to

/                 ithe incident pion momentum were detected at laboratory scattering I

angles  up  to  200. The corresponding To mesons were scattered

in the angular region 1200-1800 .in the center of mass-system,

approximately independent of incident pion momentum, and.the

resulting gamma rays.were detected at scattering angles greater

than 60' in the laboratory.  Measurement of all final state

particle directions enabled over-constrained kinematical fits

to be made to each event, thus providing- a clearly identified
\-

sample of charge exchange·events.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS.

ir
. \

A   diagram   of the apparatus \ s,shown in Figure   1.
..

A.   Beam.

Negative pions were obtained from the 17' beam of the ZGS

at Argonne National Laboratory.  Negative kaons and antiprotons

were rejected electronically by use of a threshold Cerenkov
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counter situated at a first focus of the beam. The beam was

defined by a scintillation counter telescope, Bl and 81 and

two thin foil spark chambers,and focussed onto a 12 in long

liquid hypdrogen target.

B. Gamma ray detection.

The gamma rays were detected by the electromagnetic showers

produced in brass-plate spark chambers placed on the upstream,

left, and right sides of the hydrogen target.  These spark chambers
1

had   in. thick plates, with a total thickness of 4 radiation

lengths for normal incidence.  The plates of the upstream chambers

, contained 2 in. diameter holes to permit passage of the beam.

Inside this assembly was an inner layer of 6 gaps of low mass

spark chambers.  These served to record the passage of charged

particles in another phase of the experiment.             :

Inside the whole array of spark chambers, the target was

surrounded by anticoincidence counters in the form of a box of      ·
i

dimensions 8 in. x 8 in.x 18 in, with the greater dimension in the

beam direction. The vertical sides of the box were of 0,5 in.

scintillator,  while the upper and lower sides consisted of

alternate layers of scintillator and lead, with a total thick-

ness of two radiation lengths.  Lead was also placed at the·  
/

inner surface of the downstream side of the box. The upstream
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and downstream faces of the box contained 1-1/2 in. diameter

holes to permit passage of the beam.  The downstream hole

was covered by a 3 in. diameter scintillator B3, 1/4 in. thick. .i
A further anticoincidence counter 84, 10 in. x 1 0 in., was   i.

'.

placed in the beam, 12 in. further downstream from the end :

of the target, preceded by a variable thickness of lead, to

detect gamma rays from those forward charge exchange events not          1

detected   by the scintillator:   box. .r
This array of anticoincidence counters discriminated against         -

..         L
neutral final state events with gamma rays emitted at angles less  '      i

than approximately 60' from the forward direction, or with

gamma rays.passi9g through the top and bottom of the scintillator

box, and thus not through any spark chambers.  This latter

measure also served to enhance the sample of events with two
l.

gamma rays, which were more likely to trigger one of the upper

or lower veto counters.

1

C.  Neutron detection.

Neutrons were detected in either of two detectors, Nl or

N2.  Nl was placed to detect neutrons.recoilling at angles

0 0
between 3  and 20 .  N2 was placed to detect neutrons scattered

at angles less than 6', including those neutrons scattered

directly forward.  A C-pole bending magnet was placed between
1

,
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the two detectors to steer beam particles away from N2.                   5

The neutron detectors were in the form of four thick

plate spark chambers, each chamber followed by a 1 in. thick   .          6

scintillator to detect charged particles from interactions

in the spark chamber plates. Each spark chamber had 6 gaps

and the plates were 5/8 in. brass.  The total thickness of

brass.--in the detector was 17.5 in., corresponding to      i

approximately 2.5 absorption lengths.  The thickness of ohe

chamber corresponded to the range of a 200 MeV charged pion.

The light from all four scintillators was piped to a

common point via lucite light pipes where it was viewed by

two photomultiplier tubes. Signals from these tubes were set

in coincidence to indicate a possible neutron interaction.  The

requirement of a coincidence between the signals from the two \

tubes reduced the possibility of accidental signals.

A separate anticoincidence counter was placed at the

upstream end of each neutron detector.  This was preceded by a

variable thickness of lead which was adjusted empirically at
\

each incident pion momentum to veto triggers from forward

going gamma rays not detected by the anticoincidence counters

around the target.

)- .'.

.
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D.   Optics.

A system of front silvered mirrors was used to obtain two.

approximately orthogonal views of all the spark chambers.  All            i

the chambers were tilted in such a way that the camera viewed

the full depth of the gaps.·

Fiducial marks consisting-of illuminated scratches in lucite

were rigidly attached to the supporting framework, independent of         :f.

the spark chambers. There were at least five such fiducials in
,,

each 02 the nine independent views.  The fiducials were
C                                                                                                                                                                                                                .,

4.

- .3.

p
accurately surveyed   at the beginning·  and   end   of the experiment.

A maximum of one photograph per synchrotron pulse was

taken.

E.   Data Collection.·

1.
A photograph was taken whenever the electronics logic                 ·

'1•

circuitry showed that a charged particle had entered the liquid

hydrogen target and a corresponding trigger was obtained from             I

either neutron detector,   with no accompanying signa'l   from  -any\..
I.

anticoincidence counter.  A light'was flashed to record on film

that neutron detector which had been,triggered.

Considerable care was taken to ensure that the scintillation

counters .associated.with the neutron detectors detected knock-ons
/,

,

with maximum efficiency.  Normally, the four scintillation·counters

.
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in each neutron detector were viewed together, such that light

from all the counters contributed to a signal. The efficiency

of a single counter detecting an ionizing particle was checked

by blocking off light from the other three counters and

examining signals from passage of beam particles through a single

counter in N2, and scattered pions in Nl.  Finally; the trigger      ;
\

rate for real  events  was checked as a functioh of the high i. :
voltage applied to the photomultipliers of the neutron detectors,          ;

for a fixed minimum pulse height.
-

i.      .

A large background of triggers in the neutron detectors              :
.

arose from high-energy gamma rays from the forward charge ex-

change process.  .This was due to the very small fraction of those

gamma rays which produced electromagnetic showers penetrating to

the first scintillator of the neutron detector, through a
.

Itthickness of approximately 8 radiation lengths of brass.  This
1

5

background was reduced by placing lead.in front of the neutron

detector anticoincidence detectors, to convert and thus detect a          2
...

large fraction of the incident gamma ray flux befor6 it reached
\
\

the spark' bhambers. Figure 2 shows a typical  plot  of the trigger   .            .,

rate as a function of this thicknesi:of lead. The slope of the

curve for small thickness of'lead corresponds to the conversion  '.

length of gamma rays in lead, while that slope for greater ...:
/-

'.    I

thickness corresponds to an absorption cross-section of

.
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approximately 1700 mb. for hadrons in lead. Typically, a ,

total of 2.5 cm of lead was used, to convert approximately

99 per cent of the incident gamma rays, but only 12 * 1 per

cent of the neutrons.
..f..

At the outset of the experiment, there was found to be a ·

significant fraction of triggers with no visible track in the

spark-chambers. This  background came primarily from a small "'-
..

fraction of those low-energy neutrons from the forward charge
\.

exchange process which interacted in the scintillator of the

neutron detector, but which produced knock-ons with insufficient

energy to penetrate the first thick plate of the spark chambers.

A considerable reduction in this trigger rate was effected by

placing typically 2 radiation lengths of lead upstream of the

anticoincidence counter B4 to convert the associated gamma rays
i.

which had escaped through the hole of the scintillator just

downstream of the target.

5The final trigger rate was 2-3 triggers per 10  incident

pions, depending upon incident momentum.   The beam ·intensity
\

5
was typically 10  pions per synchrotron pulse. «t

\

Approximately 20,000 photograph  were taken at each of five

incident pion momenta, 2,3,4,5,6 GeV/c.

../.
2-

*
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III. DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS

A.  Scanning and Measurement.

The film was scanned and measured in one viewing on an

image plane digitizer.  The size of the image on the table
1.- ---

was 20 times the film size, giving a net demagnification of 5.            i

Events were required to have two and only two electromagnetic
.'

1.

showers and at least one track from a neutron interaction in.

the appropriate detector as signaled by the neon indicator

r,

lamps. An electromagnetic shower was defined to be a track of
:t

at least two sparks, separated by not more than two gaps, and

.b

pointing toward the target (within 45' of the target for tracks .,

of 3 or fewer sparks). A track from a neutron interaction was            ,„

defined  to  be any track with  two  or more sparks,   in the proper   ,                    ' i
-

-                  4-

chamber. About 10 per cent of the film met these requirements   and.
.--

I.

was measured.                   -                              -

A reference coordinate system was established by the

measurement of two standard fiducials at opposite sides of the.
I.                                                                                                   '  r

frame.  Two points on the beam track, the first spark of the

I:-                                                                                                     -\

knock-on particle track in the neutron detector, and two poihts

on each gamma-shower track, were measured for reconstruction..

- The points measured for the gamma showers consisted of the

first spark and a second point estimated to be near the cpnter

of the shower maximum. .._.                  .. ..  ._-.  . _
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A majority of the film was scanned and measured twice.

B.   Event Reconstruction.

The position in space of the measured points were calculated

by a geometrical reconstruction program. ·The gamma ray shower

tracks were extrapolated to the incoming beam line and the vertex

of the event required to lie on that line.   The best position of

the vertex was computed by weighting the two gamma lines by the

1sinefactor . 1 being the distance between the two pointsd '
,

measured in the shower, and thus a measure of the momentum, 0
.

being the angle relative to the beam, and d being the distance

of the firs.t point on the track from the target. The directions         :

of the two gammas and of the neutron were then defined by                 :

vectors from the vertex to the first spark in the shower.

-01 The event was then processed by a kinematic fitting program,based·- X

on the standard program, GRIND. Measurement of the recoil

angles of all the final state particles leaves three unknowns,

the momenta of these particles. The four energy-momentum
\

equations then provide a one-constraint  fit  to an event  if.the
-

mass of the two-gamma system is left,free, and a two-constraint
....

0                                      -
fit if the mass is constrained to be that of the lT •

The data were first analyzed using a one-constraint·fit.
/

A resulting mass spectrum of ·the two-gamma system is shown in
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Figure 3. This stage of the analysis demonstrated the existence

= _0O.L It  mesons in the data, well separated from a backgrourid,

arising from a number of sources. In the region close to the

50 peak, the background is thought to come primarily from    '
100misidentified events with a final states of 27r  Or 7'T y (from

a' decay) . The events at greater masses come from backward 71

production,   but  also from peripheral  KIA'  and  Ko Zo production

with ·a forward Ko producing a neutron ·trigger  and  the  A  or E

decaying to an undetected neutron and gamma rays.

The uncertainties assigned to the particle recoil angles

as input to the fitting program were taken to be the same for all

events:   f 3'« for_ the gamma rays, f .75' for the neutrons in the

upstream detector, f .25' for those in the downstream detector,

e .40 for the beam. These uncertainties were estimated' by

consideration of the accuracy of spark location and resulted in

reasonably flat chi-square probability of fit distributions.

It was judged that the resolution was sufficiently good that a

more detailed procedure of calculating allowed errors for each
\   \

'.

\...
event was...unnecessary.

\ .
...

It was found that the fitting program gave divergent results
....

'*

for a fraction of apparently genuine charge exchange events,
- - .

generally occurring away from the extreme backward direction,
S

.

where the ·angles between the gamma rays were dmaller and the
.
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fit much more sensitive to measurement errors.  A two-constraint '   :

fit to the data, with the assumption that the two gamma rays

originated from a T' meson, yielded an additional 20 per cent   '      ·  :

of fitted events over the number of acceptable charge exchange

events from the one-constraint fit. About 40 per cent of the             :

measured film was accepted by the fitting program.

The efficiency for the combined operation of measuring
I i

and scanning was found to be 5842 per cent for a single viewing,

f.independent of incident momentum.  Approximately one half the

: ,inefficiency was due to scanning inefficiency, the rest to poor

measurement and bookkeeping losses.

C.   Neutron detection efficiency.
1. ,

The probability of a neutron interaction in the neutron .:

detectors was determined directly from the distribution of

interaction points in the detector.  This is shown in Figure 3,
),

-   where the data from all incident momenta have been included.              '

iThe exponential attenuation yields an absorption cross-section   ··       1
\

of 715f50 mb. for neutrons in bras's, ·in excellent agreement

5with other determinations. This cross-section yields a total

probability of absorption of 0.92f0.03 in the detector. The

flattening of the data in Figure 4 near zero depth in the  . .'
/>-

detector is correlated with a known low spark efficiency for              i
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the corresponding gaps.  Any effect due to backscattering of

secondary particles producing signals  in. the upstream  veto                                 I

counter was less  than  5  per. cent,   and no correction  hasbeen

made for this effect.
1

There are several effects which could depress the actual

neutron -detection efficiency below the interaction probability.

These will be discussed in some detail.

( i) Interaction products could be produced  at such large        ·   ,
-

angles, near the edge of the detector, that they missed the I

scintillator. The maximum loss from such an effect must be *   ,.
7.

50 per cent for production of a single particle, while for

production of two.particles the loss is 25 per cent for inter-

actions occurring at the extreme edge of the detector.  The

actual average number of secondary particles was determined by
-

inspection of vertices from fitted events. It varied from 1.16

to approximately 2.0 for neutron momenta between 2 and 6 GeV/c

respectively.

The edge effects were checked directly by an inspection of    
\                                                                                  i

the neutron vertex distribution ac':2oss   the   face  of the detectors.

For a fixed neutron scattering angle, the vertex density was

constant within the statistical accuracy for all azimuthal angles  <
-of the neutron to within approximately one incb of the edge. of

/..

the detector.  The regions of the neutron detector in which

.. ,
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neutrons from the charge exchange reaction could interact was

determined primarily by the geometry of the gamma ray detection

spark chambets. In general, neutrons interacted at least two

inches inside the edges of the detectors except in the extremes

of the overlapping areas of the ·two detectors, between 30 and 60

neutron scattering angle, and for the extreme forward scattered

neutrons where the detector N2 extended at least two inches

beyohd the direct line of the incident beam. The cross-sections '     .

deduced from each detector in the overlap region are in excellent

I

agreement and have been combined in the data presented here.

The data corresponding to neutrons scattered at less than l' in

the laboratory shpw no difference within the statistical accuracy, ·

between those scattered to right or left, and these have also

been combined.                                   ..          _-

( ii) The probability  that a neutron will suffer an elast-ic                         i
-

'i
scattering in the detector is of the same order as the absorption   :

probability.  Thus, a neutron may be scattered from the detector

before an absorption process occurs.  The first diffraction\..
minimum fer.a 2 GeV/c neutron elastically scattered from a copper

0
nucleus occurs at approximately 4  scattering angle and thus

might be expected to have an appreciable effect only for neutrons

passing :within approximately one inch from the edge of the , :
# .

detector   at   2   GeV/c, and closer   to   the   edge at higher momenta.
.
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As already described, no data with a neutron interaction closer

than one inch to the edge of the detector were used in the

analysis.                                                               ·

(iii) Reaction products may have insufficient energy to

reach the scintillator in the detector, since material between

adjacent scintillators in the detectors amounted to the range
I )

of a charged pion with momentum of approximately 300 MeV/c.

A direct check on .this source of loss was made by measuring the

number of spark chamber plates penetrated by each secondary               C

particle produced in those events with a neutron identified by

kinematic fitting.·
1

'

We found that. at 2 GeV/c incident pion momentum the median       '         1
7

t

number of plates penetrated by a single knock-on particlelwas 6,

and that the average number of secondary particles per interaction ,

was 1.16.  The average range of the secondaries appears to                ,
'    i E.

increase approximately in proportion with the momentum of the
,

interacting neutron from 2 to 4 GeV/c, while the average number

of knock-ons increases to 1.4 at 4 GeV/c.  This muitiplicity is\
consisterft with the average numbers of pions produced in nucleon-

nucleon interactions observed in bubble chambers.6  The energy·

distribution is consistent with the notion that the secondary

/i

particles. are mainly pions coming primarily from an isotropic
i .' -

distribution- of pions produced in the center of mass system of

..
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..

the incident nucleon with a single nucleon in the copper nucleu4

with an average center of mass pion momentum of approximately    · u

200 MeV/c.

Figure 5 shows the probability of detection of at least        z     9

one particle from a neutron interaction as a function of range  -

i

in the brass plate spark chambers. These curves were calculated

by integration of the·knock-on range spectra taking into                   :

accou'nt the average number of particles produced.

When the data of Figure 5 were integrated over the amount

of material between .adjacent scintillators, it was found that             ;:

losses amounted  to  23  f  5  per  cent  at  2  Gev/c,   10  f  3  per  cent·                          ' i

at 3 Gev/c, and less than 2 per cent at higher momenta.

D.   Geometrical Detection Efficiency.
'

-

A Monte-Carlo program was used to determine the probability          :

that the two gamma rays from the decay of the 'rri meson would

be detected in the experimental arrangement. For fixed neutron           '

scattering angles, this program generated events with a random             

\
neutron azimuthal angle  and with igotropic decay  of  the  T'* in

its rest frame.

The possible directions of the gamma rays were defined by

the edges of the lead-scintillator anticoincidence counters
0                                                                                                                          /

above and below the target, and by a hole in the extreme backward
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direction, to remove fake events arising from spurious sparks
 

produced along the edges of the hole in the upstream spark

chambers. The program included the probability of conversion ,..

of at least one gamma ray in the target or thin plate spark

chambers before reaching the brass-plate spark chambers f i

(typically 10 per cent), and also the probability that at"least .:

one gamma ray would pass through the brass chambers withdut
. i

conversion (typically 10 per cent).  The conversion length in
;

the chambers was calculated from the known radiation length              fi

1

1

in brass and from the known dependence upon gamma ray energy.

The chambers consisted of sufficient conversion lengths that

,
5

the energy ·dependence of conversion produced only a smalli
i /1

effect on the detection efficiency, approximately 5 per cent f

'

0for the lowest momentum 71- mesons.
\

The probability of detection of the two gamma rays was
!

approximately 0.5, varying slowly as a function of.scattering

angle.

1

\\..\ \<
.&»..

E. Other Corrections.      j
\

\

In addition to the corrections h,lready described, some              p

additional corrections were made.

Curves of counting rate as a function of the pressure in' a

Cerenkov counter at the first focus of the beam showed that
.,
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i.:

.:

electron contaimination in the beam was negligible.  Muon

contamination was measured by bending the beam into the

downstream neutron detector, N2, and scanning the film
t

for interactions as a function of depth in the detector. The            ,:

resultant curves were fitted to an exponential attenuation of

pions with a constant fraction of muons in the beam.  This

latter. was.found to be 2.5 8 1.0 per cent at all incident.
--                                                                                                                                                                                                                         r.

momedta.

Runs were made at 3 and 5 GeV/c with the hydrogen target   .                 1 V

empty. The background from this source was 5 t 2 per cent,_ ·-

consistent with the amount of matter in the target windows.

This is to _be compared with the actual empty target trigger

rate which was  20 per cent of  the  full target  rate.    The  ;
'.

difference was due to interactions in the beam counters and to
-

other spurious triggers.
t

Absorption of incident pions in 82, in the air, and target

amounted to 2.2 2 0.2 per cent.

The fraction of pions decaying between B2 and the target

was 0.3 per cent at 2 GeV/c, less\,at higher momenta.     :.

Dead time due to anticoincidence counters was 1 8 1 per. cent.

F.   Final data selection.
/5 -

As a check on the event selection, a study was made of the
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distribution of opening angles of the two gamma rays in the       
        :

center of mass system of the neutron and neutral pion. The

data are shown in Figure 6 for incident pion momenta of 2 and

6 GeV/c.  Also included in the figure is that distribution               I

predicted by the Monte-Carlo program with the experimental               ·r

resolution folded in. It can be seen that the data at the           
.t

higher_momentum include an excess of events with large opening     '. .1

angles. These are presumably events from processes other than    ·        2

the charge exchange process. Any other reactions producing  a                                'i

, 3. . . . '

neutral pion in the backward direction such as r-p- kA orT-p-*n,rolro   ,     i

give pions of lower momenta than those from the charge exchange     
      i

process   and .thus, yield greater opening angles between  the  two

gamma rays. A cut was made on the opening angle distribution,

accepting only those events having a two gamma opening angl
e

of less than twice the minimum for the 6 Gev/c data, to
three 1.

.1

times the minimum at 2 GeV/c.  Background removed by this cut    
        1·

was only significant at 5 and 6 GeV/c.  A Monte-Carlo calcul
ation        -

\'.

was made to determine the correction required by this cut,

typically-·.5    to   10   per cent depending on neutron scattering angle.
\

*

..
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
,

A. Results.

The data are plotted in Figure 7 and are presented in

tabular form in Table I.  The curves shown superimposed on the

data are theoretical calculations of the process. The solid              ;
:.

lines represent a prediction of the cross-section by Barger

3
and Cline  using a simple Regge model including exchange

of N  and 86 trajectories with residues determined from theira

fits to the elastic scattering data; the dashed curve at 6
.

7
GeV/c. represents a fit by Kelly, Kane and Henyey.  to our

8
preliminary data  using a Reggeized absorption model.  Also

9
shown in- the figure are the recent data of Boright et. al.

..

1 1

at  6  GeV/c. In addition,   the  data  are   in good agreement  with ·     ·       .               6

10
data of Schneider et. al. which cover  only a limited u-region    ··   2.

C j

near the backward direction.  At 4 GeV/c, the data at large u
1   -

agree well with preliminary results from a measurement covering

the intermediate angular region between the large forward peak

in the cross-section and the present measurements in the backward

11
region. A measurement of the 180' differential cross-section .

as a function of incident pion momenta gives results in the »*

low-momentum region (2-4 GeV/c) which are systematically higher

12 . - ,

than the data presented here.                            -

The most significant feature of the data is the existence -
.,
. 2
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2
of a dip near u58 - 0.3 (Gev/c) .  The dip appears more

8
pronounced in the present data than in our preliminary data  due

to the presence of a small background which appeared in the

latter data for incident momenta of 5 and 6 Gev/c, as described

in Section III-F.

At an incident momentum of 6 GeV/c, the maximum attained

in this experiment, any contribution from direct channel i

amplitudes should be minimal and elastic scattering data by       '

1Ashmore et. al.  exist with comparable statistical accuracy.  The
I -

main features of the elastic scattering and charge exchange

reactions are illustrated in Figure 8.

values..for the magnitudes of the isotopic spin 1/2 and 3/2
-

u-channel exchange amplitudes  f   and f respectively, and for' lu 3u

the magnitude of the phase $ between them, have been determined \ „

using'equations la, b, c and are plotted in Figure 9.  The errors        :

shown in the data of Figure 9 correspond to statistical errors

and also include the effect of a possible 20 per cent normalization

error between the charge exchange data and the elastlc scattering

data. This analysis cannot at present be made at other momenta
-

above  3 GeV/'c, where u-channel exchange may dominate, because  of  a
\

lack of elastic ·n--p scattering data.

7-
.
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B. Regge pole exchange. . 1

The baryon exchange Regge pole model of Barger and Cline3             2
.>

 C

includes contributions from both N  and 86 trajectories,
Rt

corresponding to exchange of isotopic spin 1/2 and 3/2
;

respectively and has been very successful in describing the                 
1

sharp dip in the elastic T+p scattering.  The N pole amplitude
a

2has azero at u= - 0.15 GeV/c  resulting in a dip in the

differential cross-section near that value of u, while the
r

amplitude for the 86 exchange does not have a zero near the
.

extreme backward direction, thus explaining the lack of structure
-

in the pure I = 3/2 exchange process of backward ·n- p scattering.          2

.From Figure .9 a. it..is  seen that the magnitude of f falls rapidly,lu                        i-

away from the backward direction, going through a minimum e.

2at  u 55  -0.1 5 (GeV/c) where, however, the magnitude  of   f       is
xlu . \

1

similar to that of f  .
3u- k

A more sensitive test of any model is provided by a compari-

son between the predicted phase between the f and f amplitudes         ilu 3u
1                                                                                                     -

and the magnitude of that.phase determined here. In terms of the

, Reggeized exchange model, the phase of an amplitude is determined

 

by the factor   (1 + T-ilr(Ct-2)),  .where:T  =  t  1  is the trajectory                               '

signature, and by the sign of the residue function which deter-

mines the overall sign of the amplitude.  If exchange of only 65
-.

and N  trajectories contributes to the process at small u, the
a
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e.

phase difference 0 between those amplitudes  should be + 45' f

5

for an angular momentum spacing aa-a  = 0.5 between the                   ,1
1

I r

trajectories.  When the N  amplitude goes through zero ata
i I

u = - 0.15 (GeV/c)2 its phase advances by 180', giving a phase            >>.

difference  0  =  -135'  for     u    0  0.1 5   (GeV/c) 2.

The behavior of 0 predicted by the Na, 86 exchange model             'M

is seen-in Figure 9b.· It can be seen that there is agreement
"

.,

with the data only near the extreme backward direction:                    iI.

The model could be made to yield the correct phase difference        4

0 up to ue -0.2 (GeV/c) 2 by the addition of another established
.,

isotopic spin 1/2 trajectory, N , which lies an additional one-     
      .2

  half  unit of..angular momentum, approximately, below  N and which
a

does not have a zero near the backward direction. At

u = - 0.15 (GeV/c)2, the phase difference 0 should then be 90'.
3 ,

The existence of a contribution from N  exchange can be7

checked by inspection of the s-dependence of the differential

cross-sections for the backward elastic and charge exchange

scattering at u.= -0.15 (GeV/c)2.\, A compilation of'the existing
\

datal is shown in Figure 10.  The differential cross-sectipns

"
-

for  77-p, Tr p elastic scattering  and ithe  w p charge exchange                   I

scattering should be in the ratio of 1: l:l for pure I = 3/2

exchange, determined from the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients
.

appearing in equations la-c. Since  the  86   is the highest' lying.

t
L
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.

of the baryon trajectories, it should dominate at high s
..    3

with the cross-sections showing an s-dependence of 8-2        :     r

Although the statistical accuracy of the data is limited, the.             4

2                                ·
behavior of the cross-sections at u = -0.15 (GeV/c)  is          ,·

qualitatively as expected, with considerable structure at low

s, from the effect of direct channel resonances.  For a

component due to N  in the 'n- p elastic scattering and charge
7                                                              '

exchange reactions, the differential cross-sections should be              I

in the ratio of 4:1 respectively, and the s-dependence should be           I

s 2a(u)-2   -4CS s in the low s. region where the N  contribution             
7

+                   -7
dominates. The s dependence of the T p scattering is . s    for

.incident momenta between 2 and 6 GeV/c.  Thus, inclusion of a

contribution from the N  trajectory cannot give the correct s7
dependence  of the differential cross-sections  at  uv -0.15  (Gev/c)2..\ \

C.   Reggeized Absorption Model.

7
The model of Kelly, Kane, and Henyey  gives a very different

explanation of the dips seen in the processes involving isotopic
\

\

spin 1/2 exchange amplitudes.  Thetpole amplitudes do not have

wrong signature nonsense zeroes.  The dips occur near that value

of u where the magnitude  of a strong cut amplitude, approximately            .1

180' out of phase with the corresponding pole amplitude, becomes
7

equal  to  the pole amplitude.     Thus, the phase difference   0

 

· ·'  i
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I.
, .

j.

between the f and f amplitudes should be 45' near 
the

lu 3u
1

backward direction and again approximately 
45' when the cut   "

terms   from  both   the   86   and'  N  trajectories   dominate.      Thus,

this model appears to give at least qualitat
ive agreement with

1 1

the data.                      1

D.- Further Discussion.

In order to study the s-channel behavior of
 the backward

pion-nucleon processes, we have obtained val
ues for f and

1S

f    the isotopic spin 1/2 and 3/2 s-channel
 scattering amplitudes,t

3 s'

respectively, and for the magnitude of the p
hase difference e

. between them, by using the relations

2·
da              1             ie
- ·(1-P-*plr-) = - (f + 2f  e  )
du 9   3s ls

,
'

1 5

do   +            2
du      ( 71-    P"PIT+ )      =    f 3 s

2

.Sle (lr-p-*n·To) =   (f  -f  e  )ie                     

du 9   3s  ls    ,
!

\...
\  ,
\

The data are shown in Figure 11.  The s-chan
nel amplitudes are

\.

related to the u-channel amplitudes f  and
f through crossind

lu     3u
--

symmetry.  Thus :

/..

1         4

fls = -3 flu   3 f3u

f =Af   13s 3  lu
+-f3  3u
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...          .1
1

A striking feature of these data is the constancy of the        -     .:
...                            . ,

phase difference e between f and f Apart from a region              .1ls      38'                                     i

where.the magnitude of 8.is espentially indeterminate with the            ''

present accuracy of the experiments, the phase difference is 90'

between the two amplitudes. It cannot be ascertained whether
!

the sign of this phase changes near u = -0.5 (GeV/c)2, correspond-

ing t6 a similar uncertainty in the phase between the u-channel

amplitudes, but it appears reasonable to assume that the phase

remains constant  over the entire region  -.  0.8<u<0   (GeV/c) .2.

If it is assumed that the phases of the u-channel amplitudes are

correctly predicted by  Regge theory at the extreme backward

direction, with 0  -0  % + 45', then f   must lead f   by 90' on3u lu              ls           3s

an Argand diagram i.e. f e-. if  .
ls-- 3s
0 '

With 90  phase difference between f and f the                                               , 
ls 3 s'

3

differential cross-sections for the various backward pion nucleon

processes are given by the sums of squares of the amplitudes

f.  and f with the appropriate Clebsch Gordan coefficients.ls 3 s'

It can be seen that the dip in the -backward 7r p sdattering cross-

section corresponds to the dip in f - at u = -0.15 (GeV/c) 2 but3s

that the dip in the charge exchange reaction occurs at the cross-

over point between the f and f   amplitwdes near u = -0.3 ..(GeV/c)2.
ls 3s /--

.-

The lack of structure in the K p scattering cross-section 1

-                                                                                    1

-.                                           1
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corresponds to the fact that the terms f  2 and 4f  2 changels        3s

at approximately the same tate in opposite senses.
i

There appears to be no simple explanation of the forms of             9

13
the s-channel isotopic spin amplitudes.  Crittenden et. al.

have been able to reproduce the form of the f amplitude,· and3$

thus the shape of the backward T p differential cross-section                       2

for incident pion momenta between 2 and 5 GeV/c, by summing the

amplitudes from a series of I = 3/2 resonances using truncated             i

Breit-Wigner forms for the resonance amplitudes.  Since the I = 3/2

i

resonances have positive parity, this leads to a predominantly

real, negative amplitude for f at the higher momenta, above3s

that region -where -individual resonances dominate the amplitude.
'.                      i

The I = 1/2 direct channel amplitude is more complicated since

cancellation occurs between contributions from even and odd \ :

parity resonances. The resultant amplitude at high incident

n
momentum must still be predomin tly real, either pos itive   or

negative. It might be argued that cancellation between the real

parts of the amplitudes could lead to a predominatly imaginary

amplitude, thus explaining the ma4nitude of the phase difference

between f and f found here.  This is unlikely, however, since
ls 3s

such cancellation should lead to a small f amplitude while the3s

f   and f amplitudes are found  to be. similar in magnitude.:
ls 3s

Thus, it appears that such 'a model is unable to produce the
.

..i
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1'

2 1,

required magnitudes  of the amplitudes in addition  to the required                        i:
i#
1 f

phase difference.                                                            ,,  "

t
I :

The data presented here provide no information on the

2 :

helicity amplitudes involved in the backward pion nucleon )                    h
processes. Preliminary measurements  have  been made  of  the                                   i:

2 i

polarization parameter P for backward K p elastic scattering at :t

14
incident momenta below 3.75 GeV/c. The polarization shows

-                                                                                                                                                                                                                             I

Significant variation over the momentum interval studied.

Since, at 6 GeV/c incident momentum, the relative phase

between the f and f amplitudes remains constant over the
ls      3s

region - 0.8<u<0 (Ge\.7/c) 2, it follows that any difference in            k
phase between the ·non-flip and flip components of the amplitudes

must be the same for both the f and f amplitudes. It also.
ls 3s

follows that any change in the phase of the f amplitude pro- i1s
r.

duced by a change in the relative magnitudes of the two helicity
:

1.t

components of f must be exactly followed by a corresponding1S

change in the phase of the f amplitude.  Thus, the polarization3s
.-

in all backward pion-nucleon progesses at 6 Gev/c incident

momentum muat be similar in both magnitude and sign. .-

'-
i9'    . '1
1

1

1

I                                                  I
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.t

FIGURE CAPTIONS                                                            ·

..  f
1.   Experimental lay-out.                                                 j

/

2.   Distribution of neutron vertices as a function of depth

:

in neutron detector.  The fitted exponential yields an                1

absorption length of 17 f 2 cm, and a total interaction                

probability of 0.92 f 0.03.

.

'1

3.   Effective mass distribution for gamma pairs using one-

constraint kinematical fit.                          1

4.   Event rate in N2 as a function of thickness of lead before             
..                              j ,

anticoincidence counter.

5.   The probability P for detection of at least one reaction

product from a neutron interaction after a thickness of              i

brass, t, following the interaction.

6.      Distribution of opening angles between gamma pairs in center     1-

of mass system.  The solid lines are the data.  The broken    ·    .,  1

lines represent the distributions predicted by Monte-Carlo

calculation with the experimental resolution folded in.

7.    The experimental data, including those of Boright et. al.

9
at 6 GeV/c. The solid curves arc predictions of a Regge

pole exchange model, the broken curve at 6 Gev/c is a

calculation using a Reggeized absorption model of the process.

/l
I /

...
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8.   A comparison of the backward charge exchange differential            5

cross-section, 00, with the cross-sections for backward              i
-1- p and Tr p elastic scattering, a  and 0- respectively, at

6 GeV/c incident pion momentum.  The elastic scattering

1
data are those of Ashmore et. al.

9.   The differential cross sections 0+, 0- and a' at u = -0.15

(Gev/c)2 as a function of s, the square of the total center

of mass energy.  For pure isotopic spin 3/2 exchange, the

values  of  99+,   9-,  170
should  have  the same value.

10. The isotopic spin 1/2 and 3/2 u-channel exchange amplitudes

and the magnitude of the phase between them. The broken

line represents the prediction of the pure 86' Na Regge pole

exchange model.

11. The isotopic spin 1/2 and 3/2 direct channel amplitudes,·
3-

and the magnitude of'the phase between them.

TABLE I. The experimental data.
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a.

Table 1.

e

1 da -2  0,
cose u(Gev/c)2  .  (pb.str: ).•3 (pb. (Gev/c)  )  /0 errorn

.OGev/c 0.994 0.151 15.5 64.6 .            15

0.964 0.136 18.1 75.5 10

0.969 0.113 16.7 69.6 10

0.949 0.083 14.7 61.4 11

0.925 0.046 14.7 61.4     ·       10              :

0.896 0.002 8.20     „   34.2            13              2

0.863 -0.047 10.4 43.4 11

0.826 -0.098 5.60 . 23.4            15

0.786 -0.164 7.89 32.9            13               :

0.742 -0.230 6.67 27.8             15

0.696 -0.300 9.16 38.2     '  ' ,1 6

0.647 -0.374
:

10.6 44.2  '         24

0.596 -0.451 8.42 35.1        '    33

.OGev/c 0.992 0.096 20.0 51.8   · ·      12

0.980 0.064 17.7 · 45.8             9

0.96i 0.018 8.66 22.4            13

0.935 -0.043 6.53 16.9                                15                    ,

0.905 -0.117 3.87 10.0 /; 18-
.

0.869 -0.194 3.40 8.8... 18

0.828 -0.313 3.51 9.1            17

0.783 -0.412 .
6.95 18.0            12

0.734.
-

10.531 4.75 12.3            15

0.682 -0.658 6.56. 17.0 .      ·     13

0.627 -0.791 5.08          13.2            17

0.569 -0.928 4.07 10.6 22

0.510 -1.07 5.46     '    14.2            25        3-

·.OGev/c 0-996 0.075 8.46 15.8 -  17

0.989 0.052 9.10 17.0 15

0-979 0.017 7.14 13.3     ·       12

0.965 -0.030 . 6.26 11.7            12

0.948 -0.087 3.41 6.36 19

0.927 -0.155 2.38 4.45           21
0.904 -0.232 1.43.\ 2.68    .,       41

0-878 -0.319 1.89  i.  · 3.54      21
0.850 -0.415 1.73 \ 3.23 21.

0.819 -O.519 3.90   \      7.29            14

0.785 -0.630 2.48          4.64            17

0.750 -0.748 2.74 5.1.2 16

0.713 -0.872 2.59 4.84            16

0.675 -1.00 1.71 3.20 20

0.635 -1.13 1.64 3.06 .22

0.594 -1.27 0.80 1.50 ,33

0.552 - „ -1.41 1.17 2.19 30

0.509 -1.56 1.15 2.15            33
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-t

Table 1. (cont.)
7

•
4

5.OGev/c 0.995 0.052 7.43 10.9            15               '
0.987 0.017 4.43 6.52           17            .  i
0.975 -0-036      ' 3.20 4.70 . 14
0.958 -0.106 2.47 3.63 16
0.938 -0.192 . 0.82 1.20 30
0.915 -0.293 1.08     : 1.59 24
0.888 -0.408 1.78 2.62           18
0.858 -0.537 1.35 1.98           19
0.825 -0.678 1.74 2.56 16      ·
0.789 -0.830 1.14    ·     1.68     '     19
0.751 -0.992 1.23 1.81           18
0.711 -1.16 0.94 1.38           20
0.670 -1.34

'

0.56 0.83           27
0:627 -1.53 1.01 1.48 20
0.582 -1.71 0.51 0.74 30
0.537 -1.91 0.36 0.54 38

S.OGev/c 0.995 0.033 5.83 7.00 16
0.985 -0.017 4.35 5.23           17..
0.971 -0.091 2.32 2.79           15
0.952 -0.188, 1.55. 1.80 18
0.929 -0.308 0„50 0.59 34
0.902 . ......0.449 0.90 1..08 26

0.871- -0.608 1.47 1.77 .19

0.837 -0.786 1.14 1.36 21
0.800 -0.980 1.16 ,

. 1.41 19

0.760 -1.19 0.60
' 0.72 .  26

3-

0.718 -1.41 0.41 0.49 30
0.674 -1.63 0.40 0.48 30

0.628 -1.88 0.26 0.31 34
0.581 -2.12 0.12 · 0.14 58

,.

4'        
\

\i.     1

I                                                                                    I

i


